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Senior Quantity Surveyor

Qualifications:

BSc Quantity Surveying

1997 – 2001- First Contact Caledonian University……………..
It was in 1999 that Derek and Neil had their first contact.
Neil at the white board lecturing and Derek listening
intently as the student. Unfortunately this still occurs, all
be it that the venue has now changed to the BCC
meeting room.

Life at BCC
Derek has been at BCC Ltd for 10 years, the premature
white beard has nothing to do with this but the fact that
his second wedding anniversary was in 2009. He
provides a solid approach and has a proven record of
success and forms good working relationships with
individual contractors.

Aspirations
A senior surveyor, heading up many of his own projects
in the practice with a view to helping BCC to continue to
raise their profile in bespoke Architectural projects.

He has worked closely with Urban Splash and NVA when
working on the infrastructure services and road and
bridges at Cardross Seminary. He has worked closely
with Neil over the 10 years and his experience and
quantity surveying skills make him a stand out in this
field.

Librarian
Although not your stereotypical Librarian Derek is
responsible for maintaining the office cost resources,
which stems from his genuine interest in sourcing
unusual and current cost information in the industry,
always on the lookout for new types of technology
especially if it is green or of course if it saves money.

Off the pitch
Derek has given up rugby since becoming married and
substituted gardening as a pass time/necessity with
many a Saturday afternoon spent behind the lawnmower.
He is now a keen spectator at Glasgow / Scotland rugby
games whenever possible.

Seems a bit fishy?
If he has a “meeting” on a Friday afternoon and doesn’t
reappear where could he be? A keen angler since the
age of eight, if it swims and you can eat it Derek will
have a go at catching it. He even managed to tempt his
wife into a bit of sport fishing whilst on honeymoon ending
in Derek hooking his largest ever reef fish (a 55-60lb
Amber jack) and his wife catching the second fastest fish
in the sea a Wahoo! (28lbs.)

